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!• THE HSAf POBIiATIOl? OF CmCSSFTITE AS ELSCTEOL^ffiSD 
mOM A PDRE mm cahboi alloy of sutsgtoib stroctuks 
ASD ~ OQMPOSITIOir 
This part of tias Thesis ms publis^laed Jointly with George 
R, Brodie in the Transactions of the American Society for Steel 
greasing, Octoljer 1926, Copies of this paper are aTailaljle at 
the lows State College Library where it is kEomi as Doctoral 
Thesis Ho« 48• 
II, THIS SICHIFIQAHCS 0^ pH DETSxiMlJiA-TIOMd IS ilELATIOH 
TO viXDitOGSM IQH C<HC]3HTRATI0H3 111 MIXED ELECTSOL^iTSS 
THBOi^TICAL CQHSIDEI-tivTlCHS 
Tiie treatment to determine the significance of pH deter­
minations in relation to hydrogen ion concentrations in mixed 
electrolytes is more complicated for mixtures of higher order 
salts and for those having a common 3on. However the con­
sequences of the salt mixtures in regard to their influences 
on discrepances in the values of hydrogen ion concentrations 
as calculated from electromotive force measurements may "be 
sufficiently illustrated by choosing a simple m.ixture. 
In maasiiring pE a very common set up consists of the 
combination 
K;^(l atm), H"^(C molal}, KCL {E) , HgCl(s), Hg(l) 
The electromotive force of the above cell is "dalculated by 
the formula 
(1) E = 0,283 + 0*05915 log 
where it is assumed that the electromotive force of the cell 
E2^{1 atm) , E^(C molal) H^( 1 molal), H^Cl atm) 
can be calculated by the formula 
1 
(2) E = 0.05915 log 
Ch4 
It can be showa that if the acid in the t'wo half cells acts as 
a perfect solute ttet these equations should give correct 
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resTilts where we are dealing with, a single highly ionized 
acid as the electrolyte in solution, 
For sTichi a jrare strong acid it has long "been laiomi that 
th.e raeasiired electromotiTe force does not agree with the 
calculated electromotiTe force made from the ahoTe assumptions. 
It was soon discoTered that multiplying^the concentration of 
the electrolyte by^ the conductance ratio would not give 
results and that the concentration of the electrolyte, when 
multiplied by the degree of ionization as determined from 
freezing point data and vapor pressure, measurements, also 
failed to give correct values for the electromotive force* 
Ihe immediate outcome of this discovery was an attempt 
to measure something based upon the thermodynamic properties 
of the solution that would <^alculate the correct value of the 
electromotive force# 
Che view was ta3s:en that the chemical activity of the ion 
might be proportional to its concentration or to the total 
concentration of the dissolved acid, I'l/ith the assumption that 
this chemical activity was responsible for the electromotive 
force it should be considered a corrected concentration which 
could be substituted for the actual concentration and which 
would give the correct electromotive force, Ihis was done as 
follows: Let a be the corrected concentration and c the actual 
concentration, then define the relation of a to e by the 
equation 
(3) a ~ cy' 
may be considered as the thermodsrnamic degree of ion­
ization. This analogy holds for a solution of a strong 
uni-univalent electrolyte it its pure Tsater solution for quite 
low concentrations "but fails cosjpletely at highest concaatra-
tions of a single strong electroljt® sucii as hydrochloric acid 
solutions and for coHiplex salt mixtures. Sot? eTidently the ral^io 
of the actiTity of an ion in one solution to its activity in 
any other solution aaay he calculated "by the aquation 
(4) S i ^  IB ^  
F • • • (Xi 
"Whene"?er it is possihl^e to measure the electromotlTe force* 
Since all such solutions at sufficiently high dilution 
show 0Ch+ s C<(i-it means that y ? 1 whersYer the hshSYior is 
that of a perfect solution® The value of C^f-^ •which giTfis a 
value of unity toofH-i-has "been chosen as the reference state 
and in fact c-orresponds to the concentration which produces 
the standard electrode potential. 
The equation 
1 
(5) 3 = 0.283 + log — 
OCh"^ 
thus results. It may no-B- he stated that the pH measured csr* 
\ \ 
rectly signifies In rather than In —- , since - C^t-
.<Xh^ 
"When^ho-wever^mixed electrolytes are considered the "be­
havior is so different from that ^ hich has heen assumed in the 
use of the hydrogen electrode that it should he carefully 
considered. As an example of the misinterpretation of the 
results of such measurements, some of the best known -workers 
in the "biological field still consider that the potential of 
the hydrogen electrode is influenced only "by the hydrogen ion 
concentrat i on. 
In order to obtain as broad an understanding as possible 
of the principle which seems to govern the activity of such 
an ion as the hydrogen ion asore con^rehensive definitions of 
<X , m , and-/as given by G. S, Levds^ "Will be used, 
? 
In general it is necessary to define OC by the equation 
(6) oa 5. {(X+. a. ) - oc^ 
?/here is the total nuriiber of ions formed from a formula 
weighty of the salt# ^  being the niimber of positive ions and 
2/, being the nirafoer of negative ions. Thus zJ  ^ 2/^ - 2/-
jn is defined by the equation 
tr,\ I w - t (7) m^r i 2/- ) - (aa^t- ) « {2n+- in_ ) 
and 
(8) f 
nrJi 
, iJ 
fe)'M \xv\i-/ V m-/ 
These definitions are so taken in order to allowY to approach 
unity at infinite dilution for any salt of any type from the 
simplicity of iiaCl to that of salts more complex than 
'/^ ii. 
For salts of the type MaCl C(± = ) -Cfz . If the sol­
ution be sufficiently dilute s6 that the activity of the two 
-+• — 
ions Ha and Gl maybe considered equal (Xi.iCf^+ =<^1 and 
= —^ which is identical with the defini-
Vtl M<sCJ 
tion of the thermodynamic degree od ionization given above. 
The fact has been long rec6gnized that the influence of 
the electrical charges upon the ions was largely responsible 
for the properties of the ions as •well as that of 
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•fclie solvent. In fact there is a rather complete treatment 
of sGlutions from that standpoint ^•irhich is at least partially 
successful. Out of this fact lewis deTeloped a 
quantity -cj'hich he calls the ionic strength. In any solution 
of strong electrolytes let us multiply the stoichiometrical 
molality of eatJh ion hy the square of its valence (or charge), 
Ihe Stan of these Quantities, divided "by tiJiro (since -we have 
included both positive and negative ions) we call the ionic 
strength, and designate "by -p,, :i}hus in general we have 
7/,'^ 311;+ 25,-2^," 2^* nt" + 
^ = 2 
v/here the subscripts refer to solutes 1, 2, etc., regardless 
of whether or not there are present conmion ions. For a mixture 
of uni-univalent electrolytes such as HCl and EEOg v/e get 
12 , (I)'' + m , {iT + nia. (l)'" + m 3^  (1)"^  
= - =a, + m2. 
For a mixture such as SCI- and CaCl we get 
mi  (1 )  +  m » ( 1 )  m 2. (£ )  +  e l  is .  (S )  
^ « = m , +Sna. 
Ihe important principle tnomi as the principle of the 
ionic strength is that in dilute solutions the activity 
coefficient of a given strong electrolyte is the same in all 
solutions of the same ionic strength. Moreover since it is 
true that the activity coefficient of a certain strong electro­
lyte is independent of the particular character of any other 
strong electrolyte which may he present hut depends solely 
m)on the total ionie strength, the same principle should apply 
to the individual ions unless as Lewis says, some other 
peculiar compensation operates, therefore we may state that 
in dilute solutions of any strong electrolytes, the aatiTity 
coefficient of any individual ion depends solely upon the total 
ionic strength of the solution. 
When the solubility of a slightly soluble uni-univalent 
salt lilce JlCl is studied in the presence of strong electro­
lytes like HCl, 3CC1, and the relation between 
and -A- is as shown in Fig, !• She data from whiGh. this 
graph was constructed are given in Sable I and are based upon 
the solubility measurements of Bray and Winninghoff T' 
This treatment of solubility measurements is exactly that 
given on page 371 of Xewis and Randall *s T'hermodynamics. The | 
ii^ortant thing to note about the graph in Fig. 1 is that up 
i 
to a value of equal to 0.17 all the curves fall together 
in a straight line. 
In the case of, the solubility of -illGl given above, in 
each solution of mixed electrolytes the solution tses saturated j 
•?7ith 2101 and therefore a^r remained constant, fhus from the j 
J 
relation Y ® Y inversely propor- I 
tional to nn: • Salting the slope of that part of the graph | 
I 
that is a straight line to be -:k:, -we obtain the simple equation | 
a:tr > i 
(9) _ = 1 - tol =Y j 
Since the value of y ^ given p. does not depend upon | 
either the presence or absence of a solid phase v'-r may apply 
a similar treatment to any mixture of strong electrolytes 
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pre riding no ikeop at oo-isstant* Siis x'estsi'icti&n is necessary 
in ordei' that a graph of the fois eoi'respondiiis to tiie one 
in Fige 1 t)s obtaine-d* 
iiie treafeent applied to aixtiiT'es of strois^ ; electrolytes, 
as presssted in tills pape>r "b5 divided i3ito parts r 
FIHSr ?A!?!r. HOI IH TIH 0? ASY S3^ 1!S0I.m 
riTimymi A {johsos IOH^ 
3!i:aoiD EGi IE uJES psssissjH oiT jUiY staCHS 
A Qoimm im* 
In easli part cale^ilatians, haTe been laade to detei^iine 
A,» ^he Selatior. bet'^re^n in„j., and. iS2_, boiJij;: Iield 
oo-nstant. 
B«. relation bet??esn anl , n oeiag held, 
constant* 
i ^ " 
I F I R S T  PAST 
j A. TEil HELATIOI AID ^air BSIEG ESLD 
j C0II32AS-T U TEE CASE 0? HCl IS THii PH3SEEGE OF ASY &TH030 
I SLiC'TEOLYTi^ ;VITH017-T A COMilOL" lOS. 
Tile data utjon ^rliicii this part of th3 calculations have 
been niade are taken from the Table of Activities In Aqueous 
Hydrochloric Acid Solutions as g:iven on p&ge S36 of Lewis and 
Handall*s TherijiodjiiaGiicSo Those values ^hich have been used 
aro given in Table II. These data are for pure aqueous solu­
tions of HGl, therefore Shcj s^id thus froE these data the 
graph as shOTm in Fig E has been construeted. 
In the present case mHC( - s^and assuming Cfii^ (K.H'^-CXeT t 
j • eguation (9) can be v-ritten in the form 
(10} - Y = 1 -
From T2'8le II taking corresponding values of y snd/i and 
substituting them in equation (10) the value of k. is obtained. 
Such a set of calculations is as follo:;7s: 
k = (1 -.0.992) ^ 0.55777 
(0.0005)'^ 
k = (1 - 0.984) ^'—7 - 0.50596 
(0.001)''''^  
k = (1 - 0.971) 0.64846 
(0.002)''^ 
k = (1 « 0.947) - = 0.74955 
{Q.OObV^ 
k = (1 - 0.924) - = 0.76 
(0.01)'/'^  
?roia the above calculations k is found to vary and since 
in the case of TlClQCtms constant -ssrhereas all other quantities 
changed, it follov/s that the value of Ic is detemirc-d "by the 
particular value of OTi: • The above values of Ic and the corre­
sponding values of OCjtare recorded in Table II, and the Graph 
of these quantities is sho^m in Pig. 2A. 
Since_^,,.^ =• n, + for a sinple riizture like HCl and IGTO^ 
equation (10) can be irrritten in the form. 
(11; ma-
in„c, Ic 
Now the above equation (11) can be used to calculate 
values of corresponding to chosen values of <X 
held constant b^ sirn-ply substituting the chosen values of rrirtc 
and a value of<Iii?rith the corresponding 1^. Such a sot of 
calculations are here shora. 
(0.51 z 10"^ )^-2(0.51 r lo') (0.000496)4(0.000496)'^ 
Hi = 
(0.51 X 10 ) (0.33777) 
-(0.51 X 10~' ) = 0.0051971 
(1.1 s 10''^)-2(1,1 z lO"') (0.000984)-h (0.000984)"^ 
(1-1 2C 10"')''(0.50595)^ 
-(1.1 X lo'') = 0.004S54: 
(2.1 X 10"'^)'-2(2,1 z lO'^} (0.001942) -f (0.001942)"^ 
(2.1 x 10"'')'^ (0.64846)'^ 
-(0.21 z 10~') - (0.01158) 
(5.5 X lO"')'-2(5.5 x 10~^ ) (0.00474)+(0.00474)"^ 
_ ~ —Sx-Z.,-(5.5 z 10' ) (0.74952)-
" ( 5 . 5  z  1 0 ~ ' )  =  0 . 0 2 8 5 5 8  
-10-
(11 z 10~^}-S(11 z 10 ) (0.00984)-i-(0,00924)^ 
(11 s 10"'(0.76)^ 
-dlxlO"^} = 0.0S3.3S1 
Tiae results of such, a series of calculations are giyen 
in Table III, and the relation between and 
various values of 0C± are shOuU in Fig. 5. 
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PIEST PASf 
B. TBE BSiAiPIOH BSTWESSOi AIID mHci » BSISG HSIJ) 
COHSSAST 111 -THE CASS 0? HCl IH THB PEBS2ECS OF AIY ST-HOHS 
ELSCTHOLYSB WISHOU? A COIMOS lOH. 
Writing eguation (9) in the form 
'I (12) OTdb-^ ffiHCt 
and noting that k is a function only ofa± it follows tiaat for 
each partienlar value ofdirtMs equation may be written in 
the more general form 
(15) Cf±+ 3ik - y 
TMs equation is the equation of a straight line whose 
intercept is OLt and whose slope is equal to k. Thus different 
Yalues of a±-give a set of straight lines ^ith intercepts equal 
toOt±and of different slope as shoim in ?ig. 4, Considering 
the form of equation (13) and the fact that k is a ftmction 
only ofatit is evident that the values of x andOCtmay be 
arbitrarily chosen* !I?hus taking from Pig. 2A values of k cor­
responding to the chosen values fora±ithe value of the expres­
sion 0(± 4" xk is obtained* fhis with the chosen jc determine 
one point on a particular line. Such a series of points 
together with the corresponding intercepts<Xfcserve to fix 
the position of each line in the graph of Fig. 4. 
The graph in Pig. 4 is used to evaluate values of o[±eor-
responding to. chosen values of dl^c* ^t a given^^c as follows. 
Suppose it is desired to determine when, m^ci ~ 0*0007 and 
JjL - 0.G4* Substituting these values in equation (IE) there 
results 
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a±= (0,007) (0.04) k = 0.007 
whence x > 0,0014 and ctt 4- xk - 0,007, iJo"w locating this 
point on the graph in 5'ig. 4^ then moving downward and parallel 
to the nearest line of constantoc± lintil the abscissa is reached 
the value of(Xdt is obtained. The results 4f this series of cal­
culations are given in Table V and a graph of di. against jiihci 
is sho-Evn in Fig. 5, 3ihc8 the slops of the lines in this graph 
correspond to the value particular value of^i^ w 
have for the values of 0«932» 0,888 and 0,852 when^ Ijas the 
respective values 0,01, 0,0225 0,04, According to the orig» 
inal data these values should be 0,924, 0,587 0,866, Hence 
these values are vithin the limits of accuracy ^ ith -arhich values 
may be taken from the graph in Pig. 4, 
3SC02iCD PART 
A. TH3 HELATIQBT BETl?iE3lJ AIID ,(3Chi-B3IIIG CCK3TAKT 
IH THE CA3s 0? HCl liT TK3 PiiSSiSlJCE 0? ASY 3TK0KG SLSCl'KaLlTlii 
t>' T TH A C CJilJ;! Q[>J J Qjj ^ 
In the case of a mixture of uni-univalent electrolytes 
such as HCl and KCl there exists tlie simple relation 
z 
(14) m 
since • [(k^ h-c« ) » 
likeT/lse for a mixture of "bi-'biYalent ions such as BaClg^ and 
CaClg there exists the simple I'elation 
3 
®15aClx.~ 
•/. 
since mi: = ) (2ni^CaCi*. j| and^ » 3(^PciCJ»."+ ^aCl2 
Ho"?/^er. in the case of mixtures of electrolytes of different 
types no such sir^le relation exiats and a treatment different 
from that TJhich follo-ss must be used. 
To calculate the value of m 2. ^02? a given value of mnc* » 
OCt'being held constant the values of y andJJ- riave "been taken 
from Table I and plotted as shorn in !?ig« The same straight 
line graphs are sho-sm separately in Figures 6, 7» 8 and 9, 
Since each of these graphs is for a particular i^aiu© of (X.i "ssre 
Cti 
Kjay read off values of Y 02^ different values of ll 
I mt i 
and then calculate mj., From the values of mj-andjm is is possiblei 
] 
( 
to calculate the corresponding values of 21^^^ and as sho-sn | 
heloTfir. j 
Prom the graph in Fis« 6 ((X± • 0,000496} it is foimd 
that fox O.ijV- Ji£-. s ^•96p7> therefore 
/ I mt 
[0,000496 2 
L 0.9^^7 
myjci • •--- " ~ <' ~ 0,00002638 
M 0.01 
and ma. s O.OO997362 
From the graph in Fig, 7 0,000984) it is found 
'/*. di 
that for/t = 0«15» Y " ---- « 0»9237» therefor© 
^ ' m±: 
0,000984 V  
L 0. 
2 
9237 
- = = 0,00005055 
0,0225 
and jQia - 0,02244945 
ITrom the graph in I?ig* 8b(CXi.- 0,001942) it is founfi 
tiat forjm = 0,2, Y " therefore 
^ ' nit 
•00194212 fo.ooi< 
L 0-Si JEif" i. » 7 
i ^ 0,0001245 
JUL 0,04 
and mx. = 0,398755 
From the graph in Fig, 9 (CIL±- 0,00474) It is fotmd 
1/ d 
that fon^ = 0,125.» Y ° "nT^ ~ 0,9066, therefore 
0.00474' 
nij. j_ 0,9066 
J^HCv = = - 0,0017495 
M 0.015625 
amd 212. = 0.0138755 
The results of tMs series of calculations are given in 
Tables YIIo VIII and IX and tiie corresponding graphs are 
sho-sm in i?igures 6a, 7A, 8A. and 9A, In the Figiaxes 6, 7, 8 
and 9 the relation of mnc( tOyU. i^as been plotted and gives 
the curves there showi. 
SSCOISX) PAHT 
B, Tl^S i^ELATIOH BST^vSSKoCh+AIIJD m „ o( jjl BiSlUG E3ID C®3TAHT 
the case 05" HCl IH TliE PRSSEBCB OF AlTY 3TxiQHG ELHCTHQL"XT3 
WITH A CCMKQH lOU. 
By using" a procedure similar to the one used in the 
case of an electrolyte without a common ion the value of ddt 
for a given value of in± can be foimd. Thus if^U. • 0,0025 
- 0,0005, then - 0,002 and & 0.001118. Substi­
tuting these values in equation (12) there results 
a± 4 (0.001118) (o0o025) k = 0.001118 
It is seen that x » 0,0000^59 3-^^ that C(t-f xk • 0.001118, 
Locating this point on the graph in l?ig. 4 and then moving doTO-
^2*d and parallel to the nearest line of constant Cidt until tho 
abscissa is reached the value ofctiis found to be 0,00107. 
The results of such a series of calculatinns are given in Table 
X, 
In order to determine the value of«H+consider the principle 
of the ionic strength as applied to the ions. At a given total 
ionic strength each ion has a definite activity coefficient , 
ouch a lable of activity coefficiefeta•of individual ions at 
various values ofyU is given on page 382 of Lewis and Eandall*s 
Thermodynajiiies. i'iiose Yalues are of use here iiaYe "been 
recorded in Talsle IIA and a graph is sho-^m in Fig 2, It sliculd 
"be noticed that for values of/^ considered here all the ions 
mentioned in Tat>le IIA haYS the same actiTity coefficient for 
a glTen 
Hence it matters not in dilute solutions whether HCl is 
in the presence of a electrolyte •ffi.'ith or without a coiaaon ion, 
trie activity coefficient of the hydrogen ion -R'ill depend solely 
upon the total ionic strength and therefore the actiTity of the 
liydvogen ion Tt/ill , Talcing values for Table 
IIA and vlaues for juhci from. Ta"ble X there Is obtained the 
values ofOfH+as sisomi in the last coliacn of Table X» i/xien 
these values of are plotted against the correaponding values 
for the graph shoism in S'ig.H 10 rssults while ifCXn'^is 
plotted against c6rresponding values of mj- the graph in 
11 is obtained« 
In case the solution is not sufficiently dilute so that 
the principle of the ionic strength Biay be, applied to the 
ia^ividiial ions but does hold as applied to the slcctrlyte the 
value of OLH'^siust be deteamined by soiue other method -Vifhich deter-
Eiiaes (Xh+directly or else gives a value forC(oT from "which in 
combination •?d.th<Xi;the value o^oLn^irs-y be obtained/ 
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COSCLUSICIS 
file conolusions -wiiieii follow are all stated with the 
assmaptiori of the validity of the principle of the ionic 
strength. 
In a hyarogen aloctrode set-up consisting of a normal 
calomel electrode and a hydrogen electrode, vjith the liquid 
potentials properly cared for, the value of the measured 
electromotiTe force is given by the equation 
1 
{15} - 0.2SS + 9»0§915 los: — 
" OLh^ 
It follows that since a large number of different values 
of EiHCi accompany a constant value of(lH+ , as sho-^ in 
the graphs of Figures 5 and 10, the determination ofOCn'oy the 
ordinary hydrogen ion set up does not determine the value of 
m unless the value of yd is slreaSy knov-n. 
It is very likely that the investigator in any field 
Traill be more concerned ^ithtthe value of rather than rith 
that of mnc! since the chemical effects of the hydrogen ion 
??ould be expected to bear a closer relation toCfH^than to • 
Since the value of the electromotive force as calculated 
fromi equation (15) does not determine the value of mwci 'v^here 
the principle of the ionic strength holds and since at higher 
ionic strengths variations fros the principle of the ionic 
strength occur in almost every v;ay it follows that the hydrogen 
electrode cannot be expected to determine the value of mnci 
«18. 
of any other a-cid Ib higiily complex mixturee. 
These results iia-ye heen readily subject to prediction since 
the time that the discoYsry of the principle of the ionic strength 
VB.3 announced 
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Table •I, Solu'bility of ThB.llou3 Cliloride at 25 in the 
presence of othsr salts» 
^'knoj .^tici 
t 
• 
0 0.01607 0.01607 62.228 0.01607 0.12677 
0.02 0.01716 0,01716 58.275 0.03716 0.19277 
0.05 0.01826 0 .,01826 54.764 0.06826 0.26127 
0.1 0.01961 0,01961 50.995 0.11961 0,34189 
0.3 0.02313 0.02313 43.234 • 0.32313 0,56844 
1 0.03072 0.05972 32.552 1.03072 1.10152 
®KC1 . . 
0.025 0,00869 
0^ 5 0.0059 
0*017078 
0.018161 
oa 0.0039($ 0 *02029 
0^2 0.00268 0.023307 
^-HCi 
0^ 025 0.00866 
0.05 0.00583 
0.1 0.00383 
0.2 0^ 00253 
K^zS04 
0^02 0.01779 
0.05 0.01942 
0.1 0.02137 
0.3 0.026 
1 0.03416 
0.017058 
0.018042 
0.019942 
0.022172 
0.01779 
0.01942 
0.02137 
0.026 
0.024416 
56.554 
55.964 
49.285 
42.907 
58.624 
55.426 
50.146 
44.177 
0.03369 
0.0559 
0.10396 
0.20268 
0.03366 
0.05583 
o.io3s3 
0.20253 
0.18352 
0.23643 
0.32243 
0.4592 
0.1833 
0,23628 
0.32223 
0.45003 
56.211 0.7777 0.27891 
51 •493 0.16942 0,41161 
46.795 0.32137 0.5669 
38.461 0.926 0,96228 
29.274 3.03216 1*7413 
70 
60 
A.  
m± 
50 
40 
0.0 
Table II» Activities In Aqueous Hydrochloric Acid Solutions. 
*/z 
oct k-
0.0005 O.G2236I 0.992 0.000496 0.35777 
0.001 0.031323 O.9B4 0.000984 0.50596 
0.002 0.044721 0,971 0 .ooi9i;2 0,64840 
0.005 0.070711 0.947 0.00474 0.74953 
0.01 0.1 u,924 0,00924 0.76 
0.02 0.14142 0.694 0,01788 
a.05 0,2236! o.b6 0^04g 
0.1 0.31623 0.bl4 0,0814 
0.2 0,44721 0,703 0.1566 
Oo5 0.70711 0.752 0,381 
Table IIA. Aoti^-ity Coefficients • Of Individual Ions At 
Various Values Of The : Ionic Strength. 
A 0.001 0 .002 0 .005 0.01 
0.02 
0.98 0 .97 0 •95 0,92 0.90 
oh' 0,98 0 .97 0 0.92 Q.89 
Ci aBVp l"a 0.98 0 .97 0 .95 0,92 0.89 
0.98 0 .97 0 •95 0.92 0.89 
0.98 0 .97 0 .95 0,92 0.89 
1.00 
.99 
.98 
.9/ 
r 
.96 
.95 
.94 
.93 
.92 
i 
D i H+LI+ Nat 
I OH *,01'^  Br, I -
I lu 
1 
12-X lo"^ 
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Table III. The Helation Between hihc? ^z\- -^-t Various 
V 
Values of QCt . EG Common Ion rresekt. 
- 3  •  •  \  
ail f 10 } 0.4-96 0,984 1.942 4.74' 9.24 
""3 110 ) (• 
0.51 0.00519 
0.52 0.01594 
0.55 0.05145 
0.54 0.05117 
0.55 0.07461 
0»56 0.10133 
0.57 0.13097 
0.58 0.16515 
J A 0.19818 
0.5 0.254 
o
 
a K}
 
0« 66274 
0*8 1.1275 
0.9 1.5735 
1.0 1.9855 • 
e H
 
6. 04254 
1.2i Oo 12556 
l.S 0. 22951 
1.4 0. 54351 
1.5 3.4986 0. 46075 
1.6 0. 57507 
li7 0. 69125 
1^8 0. 80098 
1.3 0. 90 602 
2 4.4161 1. 00605 
2.x 
• )  
o.anss 
5,4573 
5,9915 
6o3345 
G a 5 C o C' 
6.737S 
6.SS9H 
6.9665 
7.0469 
1.761 
E.E16S 
Eo 6151 
2.S782 
2»9964 
3.0898 
3.1654 
0.05555 
0^11598 
0.SS951 
0,46773 
0.62911 
0.68454 
2,7241 1.0618 
1.2346 
1.5557 
1,4555 
1,5341 
0.028538 
0.081398 
0.124 
7.4099 3.5114 l.yiS? 1.016s; 
.7«5266 6245 2.0502 
0,4825 
0,05352 
0.07958 
0.131SS 
0.18614 
0.81781 0.E4OS9 
0.29305 
0.34575 
0,3974 
0.45784 
0.48113 
0.52194 
0.56042 
0.79904 1.E5E 
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Tab-le- lY. Values of<X± and 7/iien x Ims tiie value 0,001. 
OCi (lO"'^  k at+xk(10"') a±(io'') k a±4 3ck(id^ ) 
0.5 0,365 0,865 5*5 9.749 6.249 
1 0,508 i.5o« 6 0,751 6,75^ 
1.5 0.592 2.092 6.5 0-753 7.253 
2 0.65 2,65 7 Q.754 7.754 
2.5 0.651 3.1S1 7-5 0.755 8.255 
3, 0.71 3.71 d 0;756 7.756 
3-5 0.725 4.225 S.5 0.757 9.257 
4 0.736 4.73^ 3 9. 0,758 9.75s 
4.5 0.744 5.244 9.5 0.759 9.259 
5 0,747 54W 10 0,76 10.76 
Table Values of cciaad m^ci ^licnhas various values, 
So corrjnon ion present. 
> 0.01 0,0225 0.04 
^HC. (10"') a± (10" 
\ 
i 
1 0,95 0.92 0.9 
2 1.87 1.81 1.75 
3 2.78 2.68 2158 
4 3-73 3158 3.44 
5 4,62 4.45 . 4,25 
6 5.55 5.32 5.O8 
7 6,48 6.21 5.96 
8 7.34 7.07 t»o2 
19 7«98 
10 8,83 
» 
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to I 
o 
X 
-H 
£-01X8 
OOlO 'O 
SZZO'O 
OOPO-O 
tT 
8 
01 
II 
"01 
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<3L± 
•0.000496 
Ta^le YII 
0.000984 
Table Till. 
0.001942 
-29-
. 
sponding Values of rttuci and m ^  at Various 
s of a±. Coy!mion Ion Pre s Gnt. 
r 
m.j, (10*^ 
0.05 0.9825 10.19 2.3981 
0.075 0.9741 4.609 5.57B9X 
0.1 0.9657 2.638 9•97362 
0.125 0.9572 1.718 15.60782 
0,15 0.9488 1.214 22.48786 
0.175 0.9405 o.ooai 30.62491 
0.2 0.9317 0.7985 40 
0.225 0.9232 0.5702 '50.625 
0.25 0.9147 0.4705 62.5 
0.275 0.9062 0.3961 '75.^1^25 
0.3 0.8976 0.3393 90 
0.05 0,9742 40.81 2.0919 
0.075 0.9615 18.02 5.4 3S8 
O.i 0.9491 10.75 9.8925 
0.125 0.94 $4 7.O67 15.5443 
0.15 0.9237 £^ 2 94 
0.175 0.9112' 3.80a 3O.5B69 
0.2, 0.8982 3. 40 
0.225 O.C852 2.441 50.625 
0.25 0.5727 2.034 62i5 
0.275 o,.G597 i»732 75.625 
0.3 0.^470 1.499 90 
0.05 0.9675 161.16 0.8884 
0.075 0.9512 74.103 4 . 0*339 
rv n -"N "s r-" rj cTilClC 

Table VIII. 
0.001942 
"aoie IA, 
0.00474 
0.125 0.94$4 7.0 67 15.5443 
0
 
• 
» v
n
 0.9237' 5«055 <i2 .41:4 9*^  
0.175 0.9112 3.803 30.5869 
0.2. 0.0902 3. 40 
0*225 o,U852 2.441 50.625 
0.25 0.5727 2.034 62i5 
0,275 0.6597 1-732 75»625 
0.3 0.8470 1.499 90 
0.05 0.9675 161.16 G.o8o4 
0.075 0.9512 74.103 -a # J • 
0.1, ^•935 43.14 9.56S5 
0.125 0.919 28.58 15.3392 
0.15 0.9025 20.58 22.2942 
0.175 C.6iJ6 15-69 29.4681 
0.2 0.57 12.45 39.8755 
0.225 0.653 10.24 50,5226 
0.25 0.637 .8.61 62.4139 
0.275 0.821 7.39^  75.5510 
0.075 0.9435 i^4o.7. 1,113 
0.1 0.9253 262.42 7.3758 
0.125 0.9066 174.95 13.5755 
0.15 0.8S8 126.63 21.2337 
Q>I75 0.8694 93.838 29.6566 
0.2 0.6505 77.651 39.2235 
a.225 0.6315 64,190 49.9831 


0.1 0.2 0-3 
ylC 'A 
5'ig. 6. 
Ok.- Q.000.49C) 
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.09 
.08 
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.06 
.05 
J ^ K C l  
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.03 
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. O f  
a±^Q 
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1.00 
(L^sJiO^OJOLLSA^-
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96 
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92 
r 
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Fig. 8 
""ttl 
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uoo 
4X10 98 
96 
,94 
92 
90 
88 
8C> 
,84 
82 
0.2 0.1 0 0.3 
5'ig. 9« 

Tatjle X, Corresponding Values ofoCi* OCyt, m^^aud si + at 
• • IT wvj 
Various Values of, Goimnon Ion Present# 
M- SiHC( m J. (lo"^) S(1G"^) 0L± CC«+{10 
0.002^ 0.0005 0.002 11.18 5.559 0.00107 4.83 
o.ool 0.0015 i^Sl 7,905 0.00152 9.46 
0.0015 0.001 19.37 9.685 0.00188 14.49 
0.002 0.0005 22.36 11.18 0.00215 19.32 
0.0005 0.0095 22.36 2.236 0.0021 0.46 
0.001 0,009 31.62 3.162 0.00295 Q»92 
0.002 0.008 44.72 4.472 0.00414 1.84 
0.004 0.006 63.24 6.324 0.00585 3.68 
0.006 0.004 77.46 7.746 0.00709 5.52 
0.008 0»002 89.44 8.944 0.00826 7.36 
\ 
i 
'01 '?'J-
-41-
9XIQ; 
Fig« 21 
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LITBHAT'UHE CI MP 
i. G» H. lewis, Lewis and Handall's Thermodynamics, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1925» 
E. Bray and Winninghoff, «r* Am» Oheiii, Soc», 55^ 156S (1911} 
It should be stated that the concentration 
in these data is es^jressed in amount per 
liter and not in amount per 1000 g« of water. 
Since in dilute solutions the two methods of 
expressing concentration are essentially id­
entical these Talues have not been recalcu^ 
lated# 
III. A PS0F0S5D DIASEIM FOE TE3 
(PEHIABY SYSTIiM IHOS-CASBOS-SILICOIJ 
flae work of Cliarpy and Gomu Ijienard as well as that 
of Eonda and McLraS:ami^ indicate that the temperature of the 
A3 transition in iron is practically independent of the sil­
icon content until silicon percentages above some five to 
six percent occur. Unpublished work by Bufier as well as that 
/L 
of Snyder, Wever and Oberhoffer indicate a sharp rise in the 
teciperature of the A3 transition ^Tith the first additions of 
silicon. !?he -jfork of these latter investigators tministakably 
.indicates that the and the A3 points are merged in pure 
iron-silicon alloys at values of silicon in the neighborhood. 
of tT70 percent, 
!I?he assuiiix)tions of the laws of ideal solutions within 
the range properly knoTO as dilute solutions for the solid 
phases, silicon plus alpha iron and silicon plus gamm iron 
in one case and for carbon plus gancna iron in the other case, 
makes it possible to apply the -srell kaomi equation, 
df Bf 
(1) X (K-l)-.--. 
dx AE 
•where K is the distribution ratio of the solute bet-ween the 
alpha and the gssim phases, e.i., 
s: in alpha 
£ = 
X in gamma 
K is greater than unity for silicon and is equal to zoro 
-2-
for carhon. 
These t\vo values of K cause equation (1) to take the 
following t\7o forss: 
(2) ^ _ K ^  
dx • AE 
(3) ^ 
6.7. ~ ~ A'd. 
Tiheve I' - E-1 and xg positive. Sq-uation (2) should repre­
sent the effect of silicon on the temperature of the A3 trans­
ition. In equation (3) K-l = -1 since E = C and therefore 
equation (5) should represent the effect of caroon on the 
temperature of the Ao transition. 
If the further assumptions are made that the presence of 
silicon does not effect appreciably'- the solubility of carbon 
in alpha, iron, and on the other hand if the presence of car­
bon does not effect appreciably the distribution of silicon 
beti'yeen the alpha and the gamnia phases, the general form of 
the solubility diagram for the ternary system iron-carbon-sil-
icon for the temperature interval from 700^-1100° C, may be 
predicted from the very limited data •^hich is noi^r available. 
This three dimensional diagraj? is a modification of the 
earlier tiiro dimensional diagram and is chang.ed so as to make 
it consistent v.-ith the assumption that at one percent silicon 
the A3 transformation in a carbon free iron is raised to 950°C. 
This value is not considered as definitely established but it 
* This diagram is shown on page 15. 
See literature Citation Ho. £. 
is the higher of the values given by ^Jever and O-Dehoffer"^. 
The same general type of modification T^ould result if 
rises "by either greater or smaller value than the 50°C. assum­
ed here, Tlie further assumption is made- that at nny composi­
tion to the left of the stable or metastable lines equa­
tion (2) gives the effect of silicon and equation (3) that of 
carbon upon the temperature of the I\q transition. 
If prescure upon the three coEponent system iron-carbon-
silicon be assumed to be constant, then the equation ? + F - 4 
gives F - 2 vThen alpb^ iron and solid solution are in equilib­
rium and T;hen solid solution and ceiaentite are in equilibrium. 
The A3 5 the carbon solubility and the Acm lines become respec­
tively the A3, the carbon solubility and the Acm surfaces vmen 
alpha iron, carbon and solid soliition are in equilibrium. 
F = 1 as it does also when alphs. iron, cementite and solid 
solution are in equlllbriuin. This signifies., as SjeriTsan has 
so well pointe-d out, that the points become lines, i.e. , 
in this three component system, the A3, stable and the A^. meta-
stable changes take place at a series of temperatures and com­
positions as represented by the Ax stable and the A^ neta-
stable lines respectively. 
In accordance Trith the foregoing treatment the A3 surface 
is constr'ucted from the foliotvdng points; 
(S1=C,00, C=C.OO, T=900°C.), Si=1.0C, G=0..00, T=95G°C.) lever^ 
To a point 2?C» higaer and very 
(Si=0.00y C=0,S5r T=72C0C.)j slightly to the left of the 
nieta.sts.l)l© (Si^l.GO, 0=0.$T> 
T=759°C.) Haj-es, Flanders and 
liooref 
(Si=0.00, C=0.40, •T=763'^C.) 
The iVcm surface is draim as a plane throu^: 
(31=0.OC, C=0.85, T=720°C.} and (51=1.00, 0=0.67, T=759°C.) 
and in a direction to intersect Si=00, C-2.00, T=1134°C. Thus 
the Ax metastable line is the intersection of the A3 and Acm 
surfaces. 
This manner of drav;^ing the A3 surface mal-ies it distinctly 
curved in the zero silicon plane and makes the surface veiy 
nearly a plane at a point slightly beyond the l.CO percent 
silicon plane. This T;as to coFiforin to the fact tha.t the so-
called "beta transformation is lov/ered from about 768*^0. to 
7Sl°C. oy the presence of this percentage of silicon. 
In accordance nith the method of constructing the t-^vo 
dimensional diagram the At. stable line in the three dimension­
al diagram is considered to be the intersection of the carbon 
solubility plane t7ith the A3 plane. 
^e are not as fortunate in regard to data for locating 
the position of the stable line in space as we Trere in the 
location of the A^ metastable, due to the fact that the temp­
erature and carbon content of the iron-carbon eutectoid in 
the pure iron carbon system are not knom. The point Si=1.00, 
-5-
C=C.57, T=773.°C. SiioLild be -verj near the position of the 
stable line at 1..0C silicon,. This point is plotted on the 
fj-ccoiTtpanyinB diagrajn as being slightly belov,' and to the left 
of the A3 plane. The reason that it falls off of the A3 
plane is largely due to the fact that the vs.lue for T=r7?l°'C. 
waG detei'^ined by Ilayes, Flanders and Eoore upon a 0^95 per­
cent silicon alloy and the value 0,5T percent carbon \~e.s tak-
' en fros the solubility studies of Schimrts, Payne, Gorton 
and Austin "hich ?«'ork was done upon a 1.-20 percent silicon 
•57hite iron. 
A reasonable correction for the x^-ariation of carbon con­
tent accompanying a variation of silicon froE 1.20 percent to 
0,95 percent TJOUIG easily place this point upon the A3 sur­
face. 
The general direction of the carbon solubility surface 
with respect to tesaperature and carbon is fixed, by the fact 
that in the 1.00 percent silicon plane iron carbide is seta-
KOTS—The frriters xrish to state that the agreement be­
tween the carbon content of pearlite in a 1.00 percent sili­
con vrhite iron, as obtained by the method used in extending 
the A3 line from the iron oarbon eutectoid to the tesperature 
771°C. as shov?n in the paper of }-Iayes and vJakefield ^ and that 
determined experimentally by Wakefield,, is very good, indeed,, 
if the above con-'ection for the effect of variation of sili­
con upon the carbon content of the iron carbon eutectoid is 
made. This does 2:iDt preclude., ho'?7ever, the possibility of 
the A3 point being raised through a considerable interval by 
the presence of 1.00 percent silicon as may be readily shoTHi 
from the accompanying three dimensional figxire. 
stable and thus the carhon solubility plane Ilea to the left 
of the ACE plane. It is also rather closelj- fixed by the solu-
7 
bility studies of SchT^artz^^ ?a;me,. Gorton and Austin . The Ax 
stable line dratnn parallel to the netastable line for 
9 
v.'£int of other* evidence than that of L.'.ax"elJ. and Hayes • which 
sIiOHs that iron carbidc is metastable at 720°C- in the pure 
iron carbon systeir.. 
The behavior of a, hj^pereutectoid alloy of G.bout 1.00 per­
cent carbon and 0.5 percent silicon when cooled shotvly from a . 
tenpers-ture above the critical range r/ill be as follo'.?s: At 
the polDt v;here the 0.5 silicon^ 1»00 carbon vertical line 
strihes the carbon solubility'" pla.ne (see figure) temper carbon 
begins to separate. Since the separation of carbon T?ill not 
greatly change the silicon content of the solid solution, the 
composition temperature values of the solid solution Kill fol­
io's.- the carbon solubility p3.an6 and v/ill strihe the sts.ble 
line at a point 'very near the 0.5 percent silicon point,. Prom 
this point the separa.tlon of alpha iron -/ill cause a reduction 
in the silicon content of the solid solution and this effect 
will be cojubined i^ith that of the separation of carbon in such 
a, isanner as to, cause the solid soluction composition and temp­
erature to follow the Ai stable line in the direction of nore 
carbon, less silicon and a lower temperature. 
The behavior of a hypoeuteetoid alloy upon cooling slow­
ly from a temperature above the critical range and containing. 
-7-
for example, 0.5 percent silicon and 0.25 carbon would be as 
follows: At the point -vThere the 0,5 silicon, 0.25 carbon 
vertical line intersects the A3 surface (see diagram), alpha 
iron besir^s separatins from the solid solution. The conpo-
sition and temperature of the solid solution then follows the 
A3 surface until the Ai stable line is reached. Due to the 
fact that ^re have, in this discussion, ascumed tiiat silicon 
is more soluble in alpha iron than in gaLnma, the silicon con­
tent of the solid solution v;ill be less than 0,5 percent i^hen 
the A2. stable line is reached as shOTi'n in the figure. 
From this point of intersection, if cooling is sufficient­
ly slo\7, the composition of the solid solution s.nd its tempera­
ture follo"s?s for a limited distance the Ai stable line in the 
direction of lovrer temperature, nore carbon and less silicon. 
This is because the alpha iron separating along the iron-car­
bon eutcctold line is reducins the silicon content of the solid 
solution. If the rate of cooling is too rapid in the case of 
either the hyper or hypoeutectoid alloy , the compoGition of the 
solid solution aay reach the Ai metastable line in T;hich case 
the separation of alpha iron ajid iron carbide vrill take place 
in such a manner as to cause the compositions and temperature 
of the solid solution to follorr the A^ setastable line in the 
direction of less silicon, more carbon and a loiter tempera­
ture. In case the cooling from the higher temperature is al­
so sufficiently rapid, the Acm plane nay be intersected in 
Ti^hich case proeutectoid cecentite Vvill separate, ^This contin-
genc^'- is also sho^vn in the fisure. 
The beha\'-ior accompanying the foregoing figure and dis­
cussion is the result of the TTriter's belief that austenite 
is essentially of the same fundamental nature T;hether it is 
formed from c-irbon: or from iron carbide. Thus we cay quote 
9 
from a discussion of the paper of Hayes and vFakefield by 
changing the T/ords line to surface and point to line, as fol­
lows. First, the fact that carbon may be tsJs:en into solid soli 
tion in austenite and precipitated from the solution as ceinen-
tlte and the reverse'process that ee~entite nay be t^ken into 
solution and the carbon may be precipitated, indicates that 
there must be a mechanisra for the conversion of carbon in each 
of these forms into the other. If such is the case, the solid 
soj.ution ic very probably the same in both cases. If vre ac­
cept the concept of the solid solution as that which 1^/ever pre-
7" 
Bents and T/hich reference Mr. Schwartz quotes, vie nay conclude 
that the carbon in the austenite enters the interior of the 
face-centered cube whether it cones from carbon or from cemen-
tite and that the iron atosis in the cesentite talie their place 
in the regular positions of the iron in these face-centered 
cubes. If this is correct, the cementite is formed at the 
time that the carbon is precipitated.. At the iron-carbon eu~ 
-9-
tectold carbon is precipitated fcithout the fornation of tae 
carbide. This being the case^^ it folloivS that the difference 
between austenite saturated ^ith carbon from carbon and satur­
ated vrith cs-rbon from cementite is simply that a greater nm-
ber of the face-centered cubes in the solution saturated '?/ith 
carbon fron cesentite have their interior occupied by a carbon 
atom. This conceiDt at least conforms to our present knoiyledge 
of the structure of austenite as derived from X-ray studies. 
One of the vrriters has stated elsevrhere that this sane 
statement can be made of austenite in the presence of more than 
one fom of the solute (dissolved carbon) if such forms are in 
equilibrium irlth each other. 
In either of the above contingencies, alpha iron should 
separate "s'here the carbon solubility plane crosses the A3 sur­
face. For equilibrium processes there should be no discon­
tinuity" in the A3' surface. 
If these conclusions are correct, it becones evident that 
there is only on A3 surface,. This being the case there is only 
one A3 point in the pure iron-carbon system and it is the sta­
ble As and occurs at about 900°C. Certainly there is no sig­
nificance to the A3 transition in pure iron except that it re­
presents a stable transition for the phase garnrr.a iron is a 
stable phase above its temperature and the alpha phase is a 
stable phase beloT? it. 
-10-
There is another fact Miich seems to the \7riters to be s. 
fundamental objection to a value for A3 stable at any other 
temperature than the one v:hich is usually taken (90C°C,)- Sup­
pose vre assuone that there are t\70 molecular i-eights of the sol­
ute, one Y^ hich v;e "kIII call (C) and the other (FesC), For d,i-
lu-te solutions the slope of the A3 line is given b3- equation 
(2) and under such circujnstances it may be integrated to the 
•Torn AT = X ^here X is the mole fraction of either the (C) 
(FesC) as the case may be. ilo's: in the iron-carbon dlagras the 
abscissa ir. percent carbon and at lo^ values for carbon the 
value for X, if vre assume (C) to be the solute, is very nearly 
the sane as the value for X if vie assurie (FesC) as the solute. 
The fact is that the values of X vrould not differ by more than 
4 percent even up to 0.5 percent carbon. As zero csrbon is 
approached they a,pproach each other and at zero carbon becose 
identical. Hence it appears that there ^ 'ould be onlj/ the one 
A^'-f^-int- at zero carbon and silicon even if it be granted that 
t^o absolutely independent solid solutions say e:-:ist. The 
Tlie TTTiters, therefore, doubt the existence of an A3 stable 
transition either in pure iron carbon alloys or in iron carbon 
silicon alloys containing not nore than one or ti^-o percent sili­
con. 
The m'iters regret that there is not more dependable da.ta 
froffi Ti7hich the ttoee dimensional diagrsr. Blight be extended, for 
-11-
example, a few more points for the A3, A, stable and A) meta-
stable lA^oulfi be of great assistance in deternining the maimer 
in "sfhich these three change in curvature. It is of interest to 
note that according to ^ever, with silicon contents bet-s^een 
one percent and two percent, the temperature of the A3 trans­
ition in pure iron-silicon alloys rises very rapidly, fhis 
malces the A3 surface distinctly concave upward. How if the 
Acffl surface and the carbon solubility surface should remain 
nearly plane or should become concave do-R-n-CTard, the A, stable 
and A3 metastable lines "would both be turned upward and toward 
the right, that is, in the direction of less rapidly decreasing 
carbon contents and later to increasing carbon contents. If 
this represents the beharior, it is evident that neither the 
carbon content of A, stable or A| metastable would become zero, 
and also it is evident that their temperature would rise pos­
sibly above 1000*C mth higher silicon contents. 
-18-
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